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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1

General introduction

The semiconductor superlattice which has a one‑dimensional periodic structure
consisting of alternating ultra‑thin layers ヽvas proposed and constructed in 1969‑1970

by Esaki and Tsu.l12) They proposed the superlattice to examine the possibility of
resonant, tunnelling which arises from the interaction of electron waves in potential
barriers.3^ On account of the birth of this new man‑made semiconductor superlattice,
we had come t・o be able to controll the period of this material wl‑ich is determined by
the thickness of well and barrier layers. The important property of this material is as
follows. This new man‑made material can be controlled so as to have the thickness
of a well layer which is comparable to the de Broglie wavelength and, therefore, gives
us very interesting quantum properties (i.e. quantum size effects). Accordingly, when
the superlattice has the thickness of a well layer which is comparable to the de Broglie
wavelength, the characteristic dimension along the growth direction of a superlattice
is reduced, and the entire electron system turns into a quasi‑two‑dimensional system
with the‑assumption of the presence of ideal interfaces. Here the de Broglie wavelength
A is calculated by the equa.t.ion,A‑ h(2m事E)一書and becomes 123Å for electrons with

an energy E of O.leV and an effective mass m* of O.lmo, where h is Planck's constant
and m。 is the free‑electroil mass.
After Esaki and Tsu's proposall'2) of semiconductor superlattices, many early ex‑
perimental studies on various properties such as the electron tunnelling,4 6'the elec‑
trical transport,7'8) the interband optical absorption,9 12^ and the Raman scatterings13'14^
were carried out in this new held.

As for the electron tunnelling, Tsu and Esa‑rst‑ly computed the tunnelling
transmission coefficient in multibarrier structure as a function of the electron energy,
and derived the current‑voltage cl‑aracteristics.4) This multibarr・ier tunneling model
provided a useful insight into the transport mechanism. Chan, Esaki and Tsu sub‑
sequently succeeded in observing resonant tunnelling in double barriers,5) and Esaki
and Tsu measured quantum transport properties for a superlattice.6)
Chan el al. reported the丘rst observation‑ of the Shubnicov‑de Haas effect in GaAs‑
Gal‑:AlxAs superlattices with the current flowing in the plane of layers.7) The su‑
perlattice provides an oppotunit.y of controlling the Fermi surfaces by changing the
energy and bandwidth of the subbands which is determined by the barrier and the
well thicknesses as well as the barrier height. The observed oscillations show the elec‑
tronic subband structure, which becomes increasingly t,o have the two‑dimensional
property as the bandwidth is narrowed.
Optical absorption spectra were observed by Dingle e′ αJ.9>1‑) They revealed the

structures in the optical absorption spectra observed in isolated9) and coupledlO)

quantum wells. For the former, GaAs well widths in the range between 70A and 500A
were

prepared.

The

GaAs

wells

were

separated

by

Ga^ェAlj‑As

barriers

which

were

normally thicker than 250Å In low‑temperature measurements for such structures,
several exciton peaks which are associated with bound‑electron states and bound‑hole
states in the quantum well were resolved. For the latter study, superlattices which
consist of GaAs well widths in the range between 50Å and 200Å and Gai̲xAlxAs
(0.19 < x < 0.27) barrier widths between 12A and 18A were grown by molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) on GaAs substrates. The spectra at low temperatures clearly
indicated resonantly discrete states in the vicinity of the absorption edge.

As for Raman scatterings, Manuel et al.13> reported the observation of enhance‑
ment in the Raman cross section for photon enei・gies ilear electronic resonan仁e in

ワ

GaAs‑Gal‑rAlrAs superlattice of a variety of configurations. Both the energy posi‑
tions and the general sh叩e of the resonant curves agree well with the theory taking
account of the two‑dimensional quantum states in such superlattices.
In the last few years we have witnessed great progress towards a better evaluation
of the complex physical situations found in these man‑made semiconductor superlat‑
tices. The superlattices are now grown to meet specific device requirements. The
application to devices, ho、vever, was restricted, because the early experiillents of su‑
perlattice concentrated almost on III‑V compound semiconductors, and the physical
properties were explicated only for such materials. As superlattices have been found
to be applicable to a variety of devices, we need to examine also the properties of
other semiconductor compounds. Especially we pay attention to the optical proper‑
ties, and think of the materials having the optical spectra in the blue‑green spectral
regions.
Advances of the control technique for optical devices changed our life environment
drastically. Especially, optical devices affected our life largely. They are long‑distance
fibre‑optic communications, laser printers and compact disk players which all depend
on the optical device technology i.e. the semiconductor laser. These efficient materials
are based on Si, GaAs and other III‑V compounds related with GaAs. As they operate
at infrared and red wavelengths, we cannot use these semiconductors as the optical
devices in the blue‑green spectral regions. But the physicists, materials scientists, and
electrical engineers in 1960's have tried to find semiconductors with shorter visible
wavelengths, since such semiconductors have many possible applications for light‑
emitting diodes (LEDs) and compa・ct. lasers in the blue‑green spectral regions.15'16^
These studies brought recent proposals as follows: high‑density optical memories and
display devices, medical diagnostics, communications through seawater, etc.

The materials lvhicll are nlost likely to emit lighいvitll such short wavelengths were
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direct‑bandgap II‑VI compound semiconductors. II‑VI compound semiconductors are
unique and interesting materials with respect to their optical properties as compared
to those of III‑V compounds because of the large energy scale provided by their
fundamental optical gap ranging from zero for CdHgTe to 3.5eV for ZnS at room
temperature (RT). Especially ZnS, ZnSe and ZnTe are expected to be useful materials
for blue LEDs and short wavelength lasers17 23) because of their wide bandgaps at
RT which are 3.5, 2.7 and 2.3eV, respectively.
The original concept to realize the applications to visible‑light optical devices was
to use the direct‑bandgap recombination in those II‑VI semiconductors. However,
semiconductors in this system had llad two principal problen‑s i.e. achieving electrical
control of the semiconductors by doping, and removing the impurity state which exists
within the bandgap due to impurities and defects. As for the problem of doping,
though it was easy to make some compounds p‑type (such as ZnTe) and others n‑
type (ZnSe,ZnS), it was impossible to obtain low electrical resistivity in both polarities
of a given compound、 so that the formation of the p‑n junction was difficult. The
existence of impurity state obstructs to emit light with short wavelengths, and the
problem

of

the

dop】王Ig

also

often

directly

contributed

to

the

impurity

state.

To

avoid

these di捕culties, our attention came to be attracted to the growth of superlattices in
this system.

Novel growth techniques such as MBE and metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy
(MOVPE) made progress to be succesfully extended to the growth of II‑VI strained‑
layer superlattices (SLSs) and quantum wells (QWs). Growth of the CdTe‑HgTe
superlattice by MBE was first achieved in 1982,24'25) and, as for the growth of materials
with a wide gap, ZnSe‑ZnS superlattices which were grown by using hot‑wall epitaxy
were reported in 1984.26'II‑VI compound semiconductors started to be proposed
as a superlatt.ice and QW devices to realize 1‑1any applications stated above and
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other wide ability in relation to quantum states (i.e. blue LEDs, injection lasers and
photodetectors based on quantum well). The advances15‑30) of growth technology
such as MBE and MOVPE for this system now allow the growtl‑ of high‑quality
heterostructures and superlattices with background impurities reduced in the range
from 1014cm 3 to 1015cm 3 and doping levels rang】ng from illid l017cm‑3 to low
10 cm using plasma sources, and lead to realization of p‑n junction lasers in the

blue‑green spectrum as demonstrated by Hasse et al.29> of 3M and other groups.30)
II‑VI SLSs have not only visible energy gap but also large strain effect. In strained‑
layer structures, the II‑VI compound semiconductor SLSs consist primarily of differ‑
ent two materials which have lattice mismatches of above 4.5% and a critical layer
thickness that approches atomic dimensions. The strain effect resulting from lattice‑
mismatched materials offers advantages that do not exist in lattice‑matched materials.
These advantages are the splitting of the degenerate hole bands, the transfer of the
impurity state due to impurities and defects outside the bandgap, etc. By using these
properties positively, we will come to be able to design novel and unique optoelec‑
tronic devices which cover the visible and ultraviolet spectral regions. Accordingly,
new possibilities resulting from II‑VI SLSs have been opened up for new optoelec‑
tronics devices with large strains which cannot be prepared from III‑V superlattices.
However, except for wide optical gap and large strain in II‑VI SLSs, fundamental
electronic energy band sti・uctures for superlattice resemble those for IILV superlat‑
tices. In general, like III‑V superlattices, II‑VI SLSs are divided into three categories,
type I, type II and type III, which correspond typically to ZnSe‑ZnS, ZnTe‑ZnSe and
CdTe‑HgTe, respectively. We account for the di斤erence between these types in Chap.
2.

As the growth technologies such as MBE and MOVPE for II‑VI SLSs advance,
the basic research for the optical properties of excitons and the control of conductiv‑

ity in both the wide gap and narrow gap materials has also advanced significantly.
Especially, physical properties understood by optical experiments have been deeply
explored by many scientists, and many interesting results for the optical absorption
including exciton effects, photoluminescences, Raman scattering, etc. are now being
accumulated.

1.2 II‑VI strained‑layer superlattices consisting
of ZnSe, ZnS and ZnTe
The development of the recent crystal growth techniques such as MBE and
MOVPE has successfully made it possible to grow II‑VI SLSs. Since II‑VI SLSs
have characteristic optical gaps which can be controlled from zero to the region of
ultraviolet, they are expected to provide unique quantum devices in comparison with
III‑V superlattices. Especially, an attention has beeil attracted to their application
to optoelectronic devices in the blue‑green spectral regions. To examine the aptitude
for optoelectronic devices, many optical experiments have been carried out,31‑14)
and many interesting physical properties have been revealed. Theoretical studies
which were accompanied by such experimental studies, therefore, also started to be
reported.45‑51> In tl‑ese optical studies, experiments on the optical absorption which
faithfully reflects the two‑dimensional density of states and electronic structures play
a very important, role to explore the fundamental electronic structures and physical
processes. For the future application, it is important to study optical absorption
spectra and explore their origins theoretically.
The purpose of this thesis is to construct a reliable theoretical method for an
investigation of the optical absorption spectrum of new SLSs on the basis of a de‑
tailed knowledge on electronic structures. The electronic structure is derived within
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the framework of an effective‑mass approximation, and the absorption spectrum is
calculated by taking the dependence of the transition matrix on the wave vector k
fully into account. To investigate an efficacy of our theory, we apply it to typical new
SLSs of type I and type II in this thesis.
Recently, the absorption spectra of ZnSe‑ZnS and ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs which consist
of II‑VI semiconductors and belong to type I ai‑d type II superlattices, respectively,
have come to be reported. The characters of band structures for these SLSs are
explained in Chap. 2. For ZnSe‑ZnS SLSs, many optical absorption experiments31‑40)
have been carried out, and some interpretations for the origin of the absorption spectra
have been proposed. Since these SLSs have the very small conduction band‑offset
due to the common‑cation rule in contrast to the very large valence band‑offset, we
have a great interest in the structure of the conduction and valence subbands and
the optical absorption 、vhich may be influenced by these properties. The absorption
spectra have two strong absorption peaks in the vicinity of the fundamental absorption
edge, in addition to a few broad bands in the high‑energy regime.35'39'40) For ZnTe‑
ZnSe SLSs, though many optical experiments40 44'have been carried out, optical
absorption experiments are but few, and the work by Shen e￡ αJ.40) is notable. The

absorption spectrum has been n‑easured at RT, and has been found to consist of a
small bump in the low‑energy side and a large bump in the high‑energy side.40)

We carry out the theoretical calculations for ZnSe‑ZnS and ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs
to explicate these optical properties. A calculation of the electronic structure of
the conduction and valence subbands is.carried out by using the Luttinger‑Kohn
Hamiltonian52'53'in the Kronig‑Penney model, in which the periodic change of the
effective mass and the strain in the well and barrier layers is taken into account. The
absorption coe伍cients clue to the direct valence‑band‑to‑conduction‑band transitions
are evaluated by taking the electronic structure fully into account.

To explore the origin of absorption spectra, we decompose the total absorption
spectrum into the band‑to‑band absorption spectra, and pick up main components.
The electronic structures are calculated by including the mixing of heavy‑ and light‑
hole states. The mixing e汀ects mean that the valence bai‑ds 、vhich consist mainly
of the heavy‑hole state and the light‑hole state become to contain the light‑hole
state and the heavy‑hole state by the hybridization, respectively, if the wave vector is

hite. The absorption spectra are influenced by the mixing effects through the energy
dispersion and the overlap of envelope functions in the conduction and valence bands.
The energy dispersion influences the absorption spectra, because the band gap varies
with k. To examine the mixing effects in detail, we take into account the overlap of
envelope functions which depends also on k.
The band‑to‑band absorption spectrum consists of two structures which originate
°

from the transitions from the heavy‑ and light‑hole states. Since these structures
are different for different incident‑photon polarizations, a change of the polarization

influences the band‑to‑band absorption spectrum drastically. We calculate two cases
for it, (i.e. transverse electric field ¥TE) and transverse magnetic field (TM) in which
the electric field vector of incident light is oriented perpendicular to and along the
growth direction, respectively), and examine the dependence of the optical absorption
on it in detail.
Further, it is expected that the type I and the type II SLSs have different char‑
acteristic properties in the absorption spectra, because the band structures of type I
and type II SLSs are clearly different, and these absorption spectra reflect the elec‑
tronic structure very sensitively. Therefore, 、ve also examine and predict the difference
betlveen them.
As an application of our theory, 、ve actually calcula・te the electronic structures and
the absorption spectra neglecting excitonic effects for ZnSe(27A)‑ZnS(27A), ZnTe

(10Å)‑ZnSe(10Å) a・nd ZnSe(22Å)‑ZnS(23Å) SLSs, and compare theoretical results
with experiments by Shen et a/.39'40'and Fan et a/.35'similar calculations are car‑

ried out for ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS,48‑49) ZnTe(10Å)‑ZnSe(10Å)49> and ZnSe(22A)‑
ZnS(23Å)51) SLSs at low temperature and at RT, respectively. The calculations at
low teperature and at RT are carried out by using the band gaps measured at low
temperature and RT for each bulk material, respectively, and Oll only that particular
point these calculations are different each other. For ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS,48'49)
we found that theoretical absorption spectra can explain origins of fine structures in
the experimental absorption spectra reasonably well. At low temperatures, however,
it is not easy to test the validity of our theoretical results, because the experimental
absorption spectra may be influenced by excitonic effects which are not taken into
account in our calculation of the absorption spectra.

Though a study on excitonic effects54 ^ is itself important physics, we want to
explore characteristic properties of the optical absorption which originates from the
vertical valence‑band‑to‑conduction‑band transitions in SLSs without being disturbed
by excitonic e汀ects. So, ヽve expect, that it cai‑ be acl‑ieved by carrying out the cal‑

dilation at RT and comparing theoretical absorption spectra with experimental ones
observed at high temperatures where excitonic effects are much reduced. We have
already carried out calculations on the type I ZnSe(22A)‑ZnS(23A) SLS51^ and type
II ZnTe(10Å)‑ZnSe(10Å) SLS,49) and tried to compare theoretical results with the
absorption

gins

of

spectra

fine

observed

structures

in

at

the

RT

by

Fan

observed

et

a/.35*

absorption

and

Shen

spectra′

et

αJ,40'As

can

be

a

result,

clarified

ori一

reasonably

well. Thus, we judge that the reliability of our theory is confirmed, so that we next
apply it to the prediction of a marked difference between absorption spectra of type
I and type II SLSs with the well and barrier layers of the same thickness.
The

SLSs

for

whicl=ve

calculate

absorption

spectra

are

the

type

I

ZnSe(20Å)一

ZnS(20A) and ZnTe(20A)‑ZnSe(20A) SLSs whose well and barrier layers have the
same‑ thickness. As a result of a detailed analysis, a marked difference is found
between absorption spectra in these type I and type II SLSs, and an origin of the main

difference can be clarified on the basis of their electronic structures. We also examine
the dependence of the absorption spectra on the incident‑photon polarization.
Organization of this thesis is as follows. In the next chapter, we explain the
kind and the character of superlattices. In Chap. 3, we explain how to calculate the
electronic structures of the valence and conduction subbands within the framework
of a multiband effective‑mass approximation by taking the strain effects into account.
In Chap. 4, we describe the calculation of the interband optical absorption spectra.
In Chaps. 5‑8, results calculated for ZnSe‑ZnS and ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs are analyzed in
detail. Finally, conclusions are summarized, and new experiments are suggested in
Chap.9.
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Chapter 2

2.1

Superlattice

Kind ofsuperlattice

Superlattices are ne、v type of materials which consist of epitaxially grown alter‑
nating ultra‑thin layers, and have its period less than the electron mean free path. The
superlattices which are created by nearly one‑dimensional periodic potential are char‑
acterized by the presence of many minibands and exhibiting very strong anisotropy.

Minibands (or subbands) in superlattice creat new electronic properties such as nega‑
tive differential conductivity, interband transitions, nonlinearoptical response of con‑
duction electron, fractional quantization of the hall effect etc.
In such superlattice, three kinds of superlattices appears clue to the di汀et・ence of
the bottom of the conduction band (Ec) and the top of the valence band (El) between
layers. These are shown in Fig. 2.1.
1).typeI
Superlattices of this type have that the Ec and the El of one semiconductor layer
lie inside the energy gap of the other semiconductor layer. (GaAs/AIGaAs, ZnSe/ZnS,
etc.)
2).typeII
Superlattices of this type have that. E of one semiconductor layer lies in the
/ヽ

energy gap of second semicoi‑ductor laンer while Ev of the latter lies in the energy gap
of the first semiconductor layer. (InGaAs/GaSbAs, ZnTe/ZnSe, ZnTe/ZnS etc.)
3). type III
Superlattices of this type that Ec of one semiconductor layer lies below E[ of the
other semiconduct・or layer. (InAs/GaAs, CdTe/HgTe, etc.)

ll

Ar

ai

A^

A^‑

A^AI

In these types, we sho、V 、vhat kinds type I ZnSe‑ZnS and type II ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs
which we use in this thesis belong to. The schematic band diagrams for type I ZnSe‑
ZnS and type II ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs 、vhich 、ve use in this thesis also are shown in Fig.
2.2. The type I SLS ha・s ZnSe well and ZnS barrier layers in both conduction and
valence bands, while the type II SLS has ZnTe barrier and ZnSe well layers in the
conduction band, and ZnTe 、veil and ZnSe barrier layers in the valence band. In the
type II SLS, ZnTe well in the valence band and ZnSe well in the conduction band
do not overlap with each other. Further, ZnSe‑ZnS SLSs have very small conduction

band offset and very large valence band offseいvhile ZnTs‑ZnSe SLSs have large band
oぽset in both conduction and valenc占bands.

2.2

Up

Strained‑layer superlattice

to

now

the

most

investigated

SLS

has

been

made

from

the

less一mismatched

semiconductor materials such as Si‑SiGe, GaAsP‑GaP, InAIAs‑InGaAs, ZnSe‑ZnSeS
and CdTe‑CdMnTe systems etc. The invetigations have beeil concentrated on the
growth method, the effect of strain on the thickness ofepitaxial layers, the superlattice
band structure and zone‑folding phenomena. A number of theeoretical models have
been developed in order to explain particular properties of SLS.

2.2.1

Mismatch and critical thickness

For single‑layer critical thickness, Mathews and Blakeslee67'developed a model for
critical layer thickness 、vherin hc is determined I:>y thai thickness for which a・ segment

of threading dislocation bows and elongates, under the influence of the mis飢stress,
to form a segment of inter facial dislocation line. Although in their original work the

13

Fig. 2.3. Transformation of a coherent interface to an incoherent inter‑
face via the elongation of a pre‑existing segment of threading disloca‑
tion. Initially the interface is assumed coherent (a). For film thickness
/ib, the interface is critical (i.e. Fu ‑ Fq), whereas for film thickness
hc, Fh
plane,

> Fd. allowing the dislocation to elongate in the interface
thereby

generating

the

length

LL′

of

misfit

dislocation

line.

(ref.68)

segment of threading dislocation was assumed to be grown in, the analysis applies
equally well to threading dislocation segments that may be associated with critical
half‑loops. The process is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 for the case of a grown‑in threding
dislocation.68'The mis爪t. strain (el￨) exerts a force F]‑¥ on the threading dislocation,
where F¥¥ is given by

FH ‑2G(岩bhe¥¥cos人

(2.1)

Where cosA=0.5 for 60‑ dislocations. The tension in the segment, LL of the dislo‑
cation line, which is generated by the motion of the threading segment, is denoted by
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where cos 0 ‑ 0.25 for 60‑ dislocations. For single epitaxial layer, the equilibrium
critical thickness hc is determined by eqs.(2.1) and (2.2). One thus obtains

where b ‑ a。/1万andォ。 is the bulk lattice parameter of epilayer.
We subsequent think of multilayer critical thickness. If coherently sti・ained multi‑
layers are grown on a substrate having lattice parameter a5, then misfit‑free growth
is expected if as ‑ ay, where ay is the equilibrium in‑plane lattice parameter. It is
implicitly assumed that the layer thicknesses h^ and h^ are less than the single‑layer
critical thickness for the given strain they experience. Such equilibrium structures
may be repeated ad innnitum. If the substrate contains threading dislocations, how‑
ever, then such threading dislocatio‑is may traverse the multilayers and undergo the
elongation process sho、vn in Fig. 2.3, thereby generating inter facial misfit dislocation
lines that destroy inter facial coherence.6''The equilibrium critical layer thickness for
such threading dislocation‑limited coherent growth is obtained by the same proce‑
dure used to obtain eq.(2.3), with the exception that in thos multilayer case, it is now
required that

The factor of 2 aries due to the fact that in a multilayer structure, each interface may
support a segment of line dislocation. It should also bee noted that ej￨ in eq.(2.1)

no、v corresponds to the larger one of strains輔and eF whereasin a single layer,
en ‑ f‑. It is perhaps worth emphazing that the critical thickness hc so obtained for
the multilayer mm corresponds to the maximum thickness that an individual layer
(not the multilayer as a whole) may be grown.
16

Recently, these models are used to evaluate single‑layer and multilayer critical
thicknesses, and the calculated results are in good agreeillent with a tendency which
is given by experimental results.69‑73)

Chapter 3

Electronic Structures for the

Strained‑Layer Superlattices

In the present study, the electronic structures of the valeilce and conduction sub‑
bands are calculated within the framework of a multiband effective‑mass approxima‑

tion in the vicinity of the F point by taking the strain effects into account. We assume
that the conduction and valence bands are decoupled completely. When the optical
energy gap is much larger than the subband energy spacings, this is a good approx‑
imation. Electronic states are calculated by using the Kronig‑Penney model in the
Luttinger‑Iくohn Hamiltonian.52,53> We take account of the strain汀ects through the
appropriate deformation potentials since the lattice mismatch in II‑VI SLSs exceeds
4.5%. Such physical quantities as envelope functions, potentials, effective masses46)
and strains are expanded into Fourier series, because they have the periodicity of su‑
perlattices along the growth direction which we choose a・s 」‑axis. Envelope functions
and energies are evaluated by means of the numerical diagonalizations of an n x n
matrix for the conduction band and a 4??. × An matrix for the valence band,74) where
n is the number of plane waves used in the Fourier expansion.

3.1

Strain effect

We treat the effect of strain as a uniaxial stress applied in [0,0,1] growth direction,
as is usually assumed. The whole conduction and valence bands are lifted up through
the dilational deformation potentials, and the heavy‑ and light‑hole states in the
valence ba‑nd are split by the shear deformation potential. The heavy‑ and light‑hole
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states which are influenced by compressive and tensile stresses,66‑75) respectively, are
shifted to the top of the valence band by the effect of a splitting which results from
the shear deformation potential. In ZnSe‑ZnS SLSs, as the lattice constant of ZnSe
(5.6676Å) is lager than that, of ZnS (5.4093Å), ZnSe and ZnS layers are influenced

by compressive and tensile stresses, respectively. In ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs, ZnTe(6.103A)
and ZnSe(5.6676A) layers are influenced also by compressive and tensile stresses,
respectively. The lattice constant and other bulk parameters are sliowii in Table 3.1.

Hamiltonians91?o'are given by

Following Hasegawa's method95'which includes the spin‑orbit split‑off energy A(z),
the third term of eq.(3.2) is expressed explicitly by

Ho's are Hamilt.oniails in the absence of strain, D^yzYs are dilational deformation
pot・ential coefficients, Du(z) is the shear deformation potential coefficient, hJ is the
angular momentum of the hole, and e(2r)'s are homogeneous strain tensors. Index c
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and v denote the conduction and valence bands, respectively. In this equation, it is
clear that the shear deformation potential acts with a contrary sign for heavy‑ and
light‑hole states, f, therefore, split the heavy‑ and light‑hole states in the valence
band into a spacing of 2(.

We assume that Z)d(^)'s, Du(z) and A(z) have the value for bulk in each layer,
and that the straines exx(z) and e‑ヱ(z) take the constant values e㌫ and e

well layer and e空

and

z for the

とfor the barrier layer, respectively. The magnitude of the

strain is estimated by

where i ‑ w,b, which correspond to well and barrier layers, respectively. In type II

SLSs,

w

and

b

are

conformed

to

well

and

barrier

layers

in

the

valence

bar‑d,

respec一

I

tively. ay is the lattice constant parallel to the interface, and is given by Osbourn s
equation96'

In the above, a,‑ is the lattice constant, d{ is the layer thickness, and Cln and C呈are
elastic constants for i ‑ w,b.

We determine the optical gap in each layer (」g), the conduction band‑offset (AEc)
and the valence band‑offset (△E、..) by using eqs.(3.1) and (3.2). The optical gap is
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given by the equation

where E‑ is the optical gap in the absence of strain. We also use some parameters
of strain (i.e. shear deformation potential, difference of the dilational deformation
potential between the conduction and valence bands, and elastic constants), which

are given by Fujiyasu and Mochizuki.'6'To estimate the barrier height, we assume
that the conduction band‑offset in the absence of strains agrees with a difference
between the electron affinities in ZnSe and ZnS or ZnTe and ZnSe, and that the
center of energies for the heavy‑hole, light‑hole and spin‑orbit splitt‑ofF bands does
not change due to strain.36‑97)

Thus, we estimate some parameters for ZnSe(27A)‑ZnS(27A) SLS, ZnSe(22A)‑
ZnS(23A) SLS, ZnSe(20A)‑ZnS(20A) SLS, ZnTe(10A)‑ZnSe(10A) SLS and ZnTe(20A)‑
ZnSe(20Å) SLS. ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS and the other are evaluated by usiヮg the

band gap measured at 4K and at RT,0 respectively. ZnSe(27A)‑ZnS(27A) SLS and
ZnTe(10A)‑ZnSe(10A) SLS, and ZnSe(22A)‑ZnS(23A) SLS are SLSs used by Shen et
aF'40) and Fan et a/,35) respectively.
The shear deformation potentials (i.e. 」(ZnSe), 」(ZnS) and C(ZnTe)), the optical
gaps (i.e..Eg(ZnSe), isg(ZiiS) and Jg(ZnTe) ) for the bulk under the strain, the
optical gap E& in SLSs, and the barrier height of the conduction‑band state (AiJc)
and valence‑band state (△β,) 、vhich lve calculated are shown in Table 3.2.
In above numerical results, the splitting energies due to the shear deformation
potential between heavy‑ and light‑hole states are 127meV for the ZnSe well layer in
the ZnSe(27A)‑ZnS(27A) SLS and 236meV for the ZnTe well layer in the ZnTe(loA)‑
ZnSe(10Å) SLS. As compared with the representative III‑V compound superlattices,
22

the strain e斤ects are very large, and thus influence the electronic states significantly.

3.2

Electronic structure of the conduction band
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In the above, k ‑ (k¥¥,k,) and r ‑ (r¥¥,z), where fc￨￨ and ry are components of the
wave vector and the position vector perpendicular to the z‑axis, d is the periodicity
of SLSs, and n indicates the nth conduction subband. For the effective masses of
the conduction band, we select m^ ‑ 0.16mo (ZnSe)81^ and m」 ‑ 0.39mo (ZnS)82) in
ZnSe‑ZnS sLSs, and m; ‑ 0.12mo (ZnTe)83> and m'h ‑ 0.16mo (ZnSe)81> in ZnTe‑
ZnSe SLSs, where mo is the free‑electron mass. These are shown in Table 3.1.
Since in eq.(3.ll) the potential and the effective mass are different in the well and
ヽ

the barrier, the envelope function itself is continuous and its first derivative is dis‑
continuous at the boundary.98'Although we do not impose a・ny boundary conditions
explicitly on the envelope function,"‑105'it will approach a correct form as closely

as possible, if the sufficiently large number of terms are used in eq.(3.12). In the
calculation for the conduction band, we have found that about 40 terms are sufficient
for the eigenvalues and the envelope functions to coi‑verge well.
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3.3

Electronic sttucture of the valence band

For the valence band, we use the effective‑mass equation with the Luttinger‑Kohn
Hamiltonian 52'53)

where Q(z) includes the uniaxial stress applied in [001] direction (i.e. ({z)), G{(z) are

The envelope functions are giver‑ by
Cく)

/!""(*,r) ‑ eifci‑●rH ¥k‑z ∑ C,(芸(fc)e'争,

(3.25)

/=‑oo

with the expansion coefficient Cjv/ (k), where m indicates the mth valence subband,
and the four components j‑1,2,3,4 are casted into two groups, i.e. the heavy‑hole
(j‑l?4) and light‑hole (j‑2,3) states. As in the conduction band, we do not impose
any boundary conditions on the envelope function,10'108^ and have found that about
160 terms are necessary in eq.(3.25) for the eigenvalues and the envelope function to
converge well.

In ZnSe‑ZnS and ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs, the Luttinger parameters Ji(z), 72(2) and
73(2) are taken to be 3.77, 1.24 and 1.67 for ZnSe layer, 2.54, 2.75 and 1.09 for ZnS
layer, and also 3.74, 1.07, and 1.64 for ZnTe layer.84'These Luttinger parameters for
bulk materials are sholvn in Table 3.1.
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Chapter 4

Theory of Optical Absorption

Here a formalism of the optical absorption coefficient is described. Though the
absorption coefficient on the basis of a similar formalism was calculated by Sanders
and Chang,61'the k2 dependence was neglected in their calculation completely. We
fully take account of the k dependence of the transition matrix in our theory, and

explore

not

only

the

dependence

of

absorption

coefficient

on

k¥¥

but

also

that

on

kヱ・

lVe assume t.hat the conductioil‑ a,nd valence‑band Bloch states consist of two and
four states, respectively. The former s t、vo states are given by

where α and β denote the up and down spin state of an electron, respectively, and s >
is the 3‑like conduction‑band Blocll stale. Tlle wave function of the conduction‑band
state is expressed as
(4.2)

For the hole states in the valeilce band, the four Bloch states consist of the linear
combinations of the products of the electron spinor and the p‑like states ¥X >, lY >
and ¥Z >. They are given by

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

which indicates the overlap of envelope functions between the conduction and valence
subbands, and

for P‑TM. The derivation of this equation is fully shown in Appendix A.
In eq.(4.7), e is the dielectric constant ofSLSs, and pcv is the transition momentum
matrix element between the conduction‑ and valence‑band states

which is introduced by using the orthonormahty of the spin states α and β and the
symmetry

properties

of

the

group

Oh‑

Px,

Py

and

pヱare

x,

y

and

z

components

of the momentum operator p, respectively. We assume that pcv in ZnSe has the
same constant value as those in ZnS and ZnTe. It is also assumed that the in‑piane
dispersions of hole‑subbands are isotropic, which is con丘rmed by a calculation of the
dispersion relation along the [1,0] and [1,1] direction, as is shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.2.

E」>m¥k) 、vhich indicates the ba・nd gap between the conduction and valence subbands
at k is given by

m

The absorption coefficients are calculated by taking account of the entire dispersions
shown in Chaps. 5‑8 as well as the numerical values of the lvave functions.

Chapter 5

Electronic Structures and Absorp‑

tion Spectrum of ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å)
Strained‑Layer Superlattice

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, 、ve show the electronic structures and the absorption spectrum for
ZnSe(27A)‑ZnS(27A) SLS calculated by theoretical method. ZnSe‑ZnS SLSs consist
of II‑VI semiconductors and belong to type I superlattice, which have ZnSe well and
ZnS barrier layers in both conduction and valence bands.
For ZnSe‑ZnS SLSs, many optical absorption experiments31 40'have been carried
°

°

out, and some interpretations for the origin of the absorption spectra have been

proposed. Since these SLSs have the very small conduction band‑offset due to the
common‑cation rule in contrast to the very large valence band‑offset, we have a great
interest in the structure of the conduction and valence subbands and the optical
absorption which may be influenced by these properties. The absorption spectra
have t、vo strong absorption peaks in the vicinity of the fundamental absorption edge,
in addition to a few broad bands in the high‑energy regime.35>39‑'10)
As an application of our theory, we calculate the electronic structures and the
absorption spectra neglecting excitonic effects for ZnSe(27A)‑ZnS(27A) SLS. The
electronic structures are derived within the framework of an effective‑mass approxi‑
mation, and are evaluated by including the mixiilg of heavy‑ and light‑hole states in
the lralence band. The absorption spectrunl is calculated by taking the dependence
of the transition matrix on the wave vector k fully into account, and the calculated

31

absorption spectra are compared with the experimental results by Shen et al.39'40'The
calculation on ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS has already been reported elsewhere.48*49) To
explore the origin of absorption spectra, furtl‑er, we decompose the total absorption
spectrum into the band‑to‑band absorption spectra, and pick up main components.

We also examine the dependence of the optical absorption on incident‑photon polar‑
izations in detail.
Organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 5.2, we show the results calcu‑
lated for the electronic structures of the valence and conduction subbands within the
framework of a multiband e爪∋ctive‑mass approximation by taking the strain effects
into account. In section 5.3, we show the result calculated for the total absorption
spectra, and compare with tlle experimental result. Analysis of eacll transition and
the dependence on the polarization are shown in section 5.4 and section 5.5, respec‑
tively. Finally, conclusions are summarized in section 5.6.

5.2

Results for the electronic structures
Figures 5.1(a) and 5.1(b) show the conduction‑ and valence‑subband disper‑

sions in the ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS for klI‑0 as a function of k2. In the conduction
band, the zth subband is named as C?'. In the valence band, HHz or LHi means
the subband which is reduced at k‑0 to the zth heavy‑ or zth light‑hole state, re‑
spectively. It is seen that the higher conduction subband has the larger dispersion,
while the valence subbands are almost dispersionless. These band structures imply
an extended nature of the conduction subbands in the SLS and a confinement of the
valence‑band states within the ZnSe quantum well. The optical interband transitions
from the confined hole states to the free‑election‑like high conduction subbands may
lead to the continuous‑absorption background, so tllat the observed structureless iil‑
32

一

crease of the absorption in a high‑energy regime reflects the minibands nature of the

conduction‑band states in the ZnSe‑ZnS SLS. This is similar to the optical joint den‑
sity of states in a three‑dimensional semiconductor where both the conduction‑ and
valence‑band states are described by the parabolic energy dispersions. Further, the
HH2 subband state becomes higher than the LHl subband state, because the shear,
deformation potential in the valence band state has the large value, as explained in
section 3.1.
Figure 5.2 shows the in‑plane dispersion of the valence subband at kz=O as a
function of kll for ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS, respectively. The solid and dashed curves
correspond to the dispersion in the [1,0] and [1,1] direction, respectively. This 6gure
confirms the isotropic feature of the in‑plane dispersions in the valence subbands.

5.3

Total absorption spectra
Figure 5.3(a) shows the experimental result observed at 16K on the TE po‑

larization condition by Shen et αJ39) pjgS 5 3^) ancj 5.3(c) show the total absorption

coe氏cients calculated for ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS for TE and TM polarizations,
respectively. The calculated absorption spectrum in Fig. 5.3(b) reproduces the over‑
all features of the experimental result.39'A detailed comparison between Figs. 5.3(a)
and 5.3(b) reveals some discrepancies, which may be attributed to excitonic effects.45^
Apart from excitonic e汀ects, the first observed line can be assigned to the HHl‑Cl
transition.

We have confirmed that the HH2‑C2 and HH1‑C2 transitions appear near the
second experimental peak E(LHl‑Cl) which Shen et al.39>.assigned to the excitonic
t

LHl‑Cl transition. The strength for the HH2‑C2 transition is, however, one order of
magnitude less than that of the HHl‑Cl band, so that it cannot contribute appreciably
to the second peak. Though the HHl‑C2 transition is neglected usua‑lly in a・ simplified
34

Fig. 5.3. (a) Observed absorption spectra for ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS
at. 16K by Sheli et a/., and calculated absorption spectra for (b) TE
and (c) TM incident‑photon polarizations at OK. HHji‑Ci and LHji‑
Ci

denote

the

transitions

from

the

jth

heavy‑

a王id

light‑hole

subband

levels to 7th conduction‑subband level, respectively. E(HHj‑Ci) and

E(LHj‑CO indicate the excitonic HHj‑Ci and LH子Ci transitions as‑
signed by Shen elォ/.(ref. 39) The horizontal bar stands for the width

of the absorption band associated with each HHl(LHl)‑C.7 transition.
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model, its existence is clearly seen in Figs. 5.3(a) and 5.3(b). If excitonic

斤ects

are taken into account properly, the LHl‑Cl transition will dominate the second
experimental peak, because the LIU and Cl states are confined in the quantum well,
and the C2 state is not. Our present result supports the assignment by Shen e′ α139)

In Figs. 5.4(a) and 5.4(b), the total absorption spectra are decomposed into main

band‑to‑band absorption spectra for TE and TM incident‑photon polarizations, re‑
spectively. The solid, dashed and dot‑dashed curves show the HHl‑Cl, LHl‑Cl and
HHl‑C2 transitions, respectively. These absorption spectra form four main bumps in
the total absorption spectra. The left and right shoulders in the HHl‑Cl absorption
spectra correspond to the first and the second bumps in Figs. 5.3(b) and 5.3(c), and
the left and right shoulders in the LI‑Il‑Cl absorption spectra correspond to the third
and the fourth bumps in Figs. 5.3(b) and 5.3(c), respectively. Further, the HH1‑C2
absorption spectra influence the bumps from the second to the fourth in the total
absorption spectra. These spectra start to appear in the second bump, increase the
strength at the start of the third bump drastically, and form a peak at the start of
the fourth bump. The right shoulders of the HII1‑Cl and LHl‑Cl transitions consist
of the mixing of the lighトhole state with heavy‑hole state and the heavy‑hole state
with light‑hole state, respectively, and the IIHl‑C2 absorption spectra also are greatly
influenced by the mixing effects.
Further, these absorption spectra are influenced by large strain effects. The energy
spacing between HH1‑Cl and LHl‑Cl transitions exceeds 200meV, because the split‑
ting energy between the heavy‑ and light‑hole states and the difference between the
potential barriers lvhich result froi‑i the shear deformation potential are very large.
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Fig. 5.4. Three subband‑to‑subband absorption spectra for transitions
from the丘rst heavy‑hole (HHl) and light‑hole (LI‑Il) subband states
to the first (Cl) and̲ second (C2) conduction‑subband states in

ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS, which have (a) TE and (b) TM incident‑
photon polarizations. HH1‑Cl, LH1‑Cl and HHl‑C2 absorption spec‑
tra are shown by solid, dashed and dot‑dashed curves, respectively.
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5.4

Analysis of each transition

Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, which are related to the HHl‑Cl, LHl‑Cl and HHl‑
C2 transitions, respectively, show (a) the overlap of envelope functions between the

conduction and valence subbands Wnmj(k) and (b) the band gap EJ」'm)(k) as a
function of fc￨￨ and kz. The in‑plane wave number (A:￨￨) is drawn in the horizontal axis,
and k2 increases in the direction of the arrow in the figures. The mixing effects are
expressed by HH and LH in these figures, which indicate the transitions from the
heavy‑ and light‑hole states to the conduction‑subband states, respectively. Further,
thejoint densities of states are shown in Fig. 5.8, in which the solid, dot‑dashed and
dashed curves sholv the HHl‑Cl, HH1‑C2 and LHl‑Cl transitions, respectively.
In the vicinity of k¥¥ ‑ 1.0 × 10'cm , Fig. 5.5 shows the peak ofLH and the

swell of E^'m'(k) which result from the mixing effects in the valence band. The
Eiご・m)(fc) is about 3100meV‑3200meV, increase the joint density of states largely,

and corresponds to the right shoulders of the HH1‑Cl absorption spectrum.
In the vicinity ofk¥¥記1・0 × KTcm‑1 and 2.1 × KrcirTl in Fig. 5.6, the HH peak
appears,

and

E^一m'(k)

corresponding

to

these

fc￨￨

is

swollen.

Thus

thejoint

density

of

states shown in Fig. 5.8 increases at about 3350meV and 4150meV. Though E^'m'(k)
in the vicinity of 3350meV makes a right shoulder of the LH1‑Cl absorption spectrum,
those of about 4150meV which we do not show in Fig. 5.3 are not important.

In the HHl‑C2 transition Wnmj(k) is not small, although it is neglected usually in
a simplified model. As for HH, Wnmj(k) for small k¥¥ ai‑d kz is only one third of those
ofHHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl at thesame k. But, around klI ㌶ 1・0 × 10'cm , thoseof
HHl‑C2 transition have either nearly the same or a little large strength depending on

kz, as compared 、vith those of t、vo other transitions. As for LH, WnmAk) for HH1‑C2
transition is a little larger than those of two other transitions. Therefore, the ratio of

m
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LH to HH is larger than those of two other transitions, and the transitions from two
hole states are mixed with each other compar・ably.

5.5

Dependence on the polarization

We also examine the dependence of the main absorption components on the
polarization. It is evident from Figs. 5.3(b) and 5.3(c) that the overall profile of
the absorption spectrum is modified greatly by changing the polarization from TE to

TM. In the first absorption band around 2920meV, the intensity for TM polarization
is smaller than that for TE polarization. In the shoulder‑like third absorption band
above 3100meV, the absorption spectrum for TM polarization is enhanced more than
that for TE polarization. These drastic changes are driven by Gpj in the integrand
ofeq.(4.7).
To understand these results deeply, we decompose the band‑to‑band absorption

spectra show,n in Fig. 5.4 into ^‑component, as Gpj depend on k, and results are
shown in Fig. 5.9. In spiteofthe useofthesame E^m¥k) and Wnmj(k), we石nd some
characteristic differences between the two polarizations. As for the behavior with
increasing kz in the HH1‑Cl component, the left shoulders which originate dominantly
from the transition from the heavy‑hole state stand up sharply for TE polarization
and gradually for TM polarization, and the right shoulders which include the light‑
hole state in the main heavy‑hole state increase a little for TE polarization and
decrease, changing from a swell to one peak for TM polarization. In the LHl‑Cl
component, the tendency is nearly inverse. When kz increases, the left shoulders
which consist of the light‑hole state decrease gradually for TE polarization and stand
up sharply for TM polarization, and the right shoulders which include the heavy‑
hole state in the main light‑hole state decrease, changing from a small swell to a large

one for TE polarization and increase a little for TM polarization. In the HHl‑C2
3E

Fig. 5.9. Subband‑to‑subband absorption spectra decomposed into kz‑

components. (a)‑(c) and (d)‑(f) denote the TE and TM incident‑
photon polarizations, respectivaly. YLllj‑Ci and LHj‑Ci denote the
transitions from the jth heavy‑ and light‑hole subband levels to ith.
conduction‑subband level, respectively. k2 increases in the direction
of the arrow.
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M

component, the absorption spectra for the two polarizations are not different largely
from each other.
In the HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl absorption spectra, the left shoulders lvhich do not
include the mixing of the heavy‑ and light‑hole states are influenced by the transition
from only one state (i.e. either heavy‑ or light‑hole state) in the valence subband.

Gpj in the absorption coemcients is propotional to either k¥ or Arjj, and a marked
difference between TE and TM polarizations appears. However, the right shoulders
in the HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl absorption spectra consist of two kinds of the absorption
coe氏cient which have different Gpj for the transition from the heavy‑ and light‑
hole states. While one (Gpj‑¥,4 or Gpj‑2,3) increases as k¥, the other (Gpj‑2,3 0r

Gpj‑iA) increases as鮪In other words, when the transition from one state (heavy‑
or light‑hole state) in the mixing of the heavy‑ and light‑hole states increases as kz^
the transition from other state (light‑ or heavy‑hole state) increases as k?,. Since the
right shoulders in HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl absorption spectra include the transitions

from both states, a marked difference between TE and TM polarizations does not
appear.

The HH1‑C2 absorption spectra also do not have such a marked difference between

TE and TM polarizations. This is because the ratio of LH to HH is large as is shown
in Fig. 5.7, and the absorption spectra from two states are mixed comparably. As
is shown in Figs. 5.3(b) and 5.3(c), therefore, both of the first and the third bumps
which are connected with the onset of the HH1‑Cl and LHl‑Cl transitions depend
sensitively on the polarization, but the second and the fourth bumps do not. Thus
we can suggest that a careful study on the polarization dependence of the absorption
°

°

spectrum may lead to a decisive assignment of the origin of the absorption bands.
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5.6

Conclusions

On the basis of a detailed calculation of the electronic structure in an effective‑
mass approximation, the optical absorption coefficient is evaluated carefully for the
SLS of type I by taking explicitly the k dependence of the transition matrix into
account. The absorption spectrum is fully examined except for excitonic effects by
an analysis of the mixing of the lleavy‑ and light‑hole states, and its dependence on
the incident‑photon polarization is clarified. The theoretical results are compared
with the recent experiment on ZnSe‑ZnS SLSs by Shen e￡ α739,40)

In ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS, the mixing effects in the main HH1‑Cl and LHl‑Cl
transitions contribute another swell in higher energy side (i.e. right shoulder) as well
as initial start (i.e. left shoulder). It is clarified that the observed second absorption
peak is composed of the transitions such as LHl‑Cl and HHl‑C2, and it is suggested
that excitonic effects may give rise to a large enhancement of the absorption on the
・LHl‑Cl

transition.

Due

to

large

strain

effects,

the

energy

spacing

between

HH1‑Cl

and LHl‑Cl transitions exceeds 200meV. The chracteristic differences between TE
and TM polarizations are determined mainly by HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl transitions.
Therefore, experiments for the two different polarizations can provide a key to explore
the nature of the optical absorption bands in ZnSe‑ZnS SLSs.

m

Chapter 6

Electronic Structures and Absorp‑

tion Spectrum of ZnTe(10A)‑ZnSe(10A)
Strained‑Layer Superlattice

6.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we show the electronic structures and the absorption spectrum
for ZnTe(10A)‑ZnSe(10A) SLS calculated by theoretical method. ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs
consist of II‑VI semiconductors and belong to type II superlattice, which have ZnTe
barrier and ZnSe well layers in the conduction band, and ZnTe well and ZnSe barrier
layers in the valence band. The ZnTe well in the valence band and the ZnSe well in
the conduction band do not overlap.
For ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs, though many optical experiments40 44> have been carried
out, optical absorption experiments are but few, and the work by Shen et al.40'is
notable. The absorption spectrum has been measured at room temperature, and
found to consist of a small bump in the low‑energy side and a large bump in the
high‑energy side.40)

We calculate the electronic structures and the absorption spectra neglecting ex‑
citonic effects for ZnTe(10A)‑ZnSe(10A) SLSs. The electronic structures are derived
within the framework of an effective‑mass approximation, and are evaluated by in‑
eluding the mixing of heavy‑ and light‑hole states in the valence band. The absorption
spectrum is calculated by taking the dependence of the transition matrix on the wave
vector k fully into account, and the calculated absorption spectra are compared with
the experimental results by Shen et al.40) The calculation on ZnTe(10Å)‑ZnSe(10Å)
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SLS has already been reported elsewhere.49) To explore the origin of absorption spec‑
tra, further, we decompose the total absorption spectrum into the band‑to‑band ab‑

sorption spectra, and pick up main components. We also examine the dependence of
the optical absorption on incident‑photon polarizations in detail.
Organization of this chapter is as follows. In the next section, we show the re‑
suits calculated for the electronic structures of the valence and conduction subbands
within the framework of a multiband effective‑mass approximation by taking the
strain effects into account. In section 6.3, we show the result calculated for the to‑
tal absorption spectra, and compare with the experimental result. The dependence
on the polarization is shown in section 6.4. Finally, conclusions are summarized in
section 6.5.

6.2

Results for the electronic structures
Figures 6.1(a) and 6.1(b) show the conduction‑ and valence‑subband disper‑

sions in the ZnTe(10Å)‑ZnSe(10Å) SLS for k‖ ‑ 0 as a function of kz. Though the

conduction band‑offset of the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS is very large in contrast to those of
ZnSe‑ZnS SLSs, only one band (Cl) with large dispersion is confined in the ZnSe
quantum well. This is because the thickness of barrier layer is very thin, and the
in且uence of the wave function in the next well layer is large. In the valence band,
the subbands which are named as HHl, LHl and HH2 are also confined in the ZnTe
quantum well as in ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS.
Figure 6.2 shows the in‑plane dispersion of the valence subband at kz‑0 as a func‑
tion of fc￨￨ for ZnTe(10Å)‑ZnSe(10Å) SLS, respectively. The solid and dashed curves
correspond to the disper・sion in the [1,0] and [1,1】 direction, respectively. This figure
con丘rms the isotropic feature of the in‑plane dispersions in the valence subbands.
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Fig. 6.2. The in‑plane dispersions of valence subbands in the ZnTe
(lOA)‑ZnSe(lOA) SLS as a function of k¥¥ for kz‑0. The solid and
dashed lines represent subband energies in the [1,0] and [1,1] direc‑
tion, respectively.
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6.3

Total absorption spectra
Figure 6.3(a) shows the absorption spectrum observed for ZnTe(10A)‑ZnSe(10A)

SLS at room temperature by Sher‑ e≠ αら40> and Figs. 6.3(b) and 6.3(c) show the

absorption spectra calculated for TE and TM incident‑photon polarizations, respec‑
tively. They assigned the first and second experimental bumps to the HHl‑Cl and
LHl‑Cl transition, respectively. Figs. 6.3(b) and 6.3(c) show that our theoretical
result supports the validity of their assignment. Since the experiment was carried
out at room temperature, excitonic effects are suppressed. Actually, small bumps are
found on the experimental HH1‑Cl and LHl‑Cl spectra, and may be ascribed to weak
excitonic effects. Except for these weak excitonic effects, the theoretical absorption
spectrum agrees fairly well with the experimental result. These absorption spectra
are influenced by strain effects which is larger than that of the ZnSe‑ZnS SLS. The
energy spacing between HHl‑Cl ai‑d LHトCl transitions amounts to about. 300meV.

In Figs. 6.4(a) and 6.4(b), the total absorption spectra for TE and TM polar‑
izations are decomposed into the band‑td‑band absorption spectra, respectively. The
solid and dashed curves show the band‑to‑band absorption spectra, which originate
from the HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl transitions, respectively, and correspond to the first
and second bumps in the total absorption spectra.

■

6.4

Dependence on the polarization and analysis
of each transition

In this system, it is remarkable that the total absorption spectra do not show

a large difference between TE and TM polarizations. It is clear that this property
results from the band‑to‑band transitions which do not make a marked difference,

as sho、vn in Figs. 6.4(a) and 6.4(b). We explore the reason for this property for the
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Fig. 6.3. (a) Observed absorption spectra for ZnTe(10A)‑ZiiSe(10A)
SLS at room temperature (RT) by Shen et a/., and calculated absorp‑

tion spectra for (b) TE and (c) TM incident‑photon polarizations at
RT. HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl denote the transitions from the丘rst heavy‑
and light‑hole subband levels to the丘rst conduction‑subband level,
respectively. HH and LH indicate the excitonic HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl
trailsitions assigiled bv Shen et α村ref. 40) The horizontal bar stands
for the width of the absorption band associated with each HHl(LHl)‑
Cl transition.
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Fig. 6.4. Two subband‑to‑subband absorption spectra for transitions
from the爪rst heavy‑hole (HHl) and light‑hole (LHl) subband states
to the爪rst conduction‑subband state (Cl) in ZnTe(10Å)‑ZnSe(10Å)

SLS, which have (a) TE and (b) TM incident‑photon polarizations.
HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl absorption spectraare shown by solid and dashed
curves.
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incident‑photon polarizations.

The remarkable character is that the ZnTe(10A)‑ZnSe(10A) SLS has very thin
barrier and well layers. Especially, in the conduction band, the envelope function ex‑
tends into barrier layers considerably because they are very thin, and the dispersion
for kz direction is very large as shown in Fig. 6.1(a). This large dispersion makes
′

E霊・m)(fc) change considerably as a function of kz. E^m^(k) for the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS
is shown in Figs. 6.5(b) and 6.6(b), which correspond to HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl transi‑
tions, respectively. As compared with E[こチ・m)(fc) of ZnSe‑ZnS SLS in Figs. 5.5(b) and

5.6(b), it is clear that E^'m'(k) of the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS depends on kz more strongly.
Eiご<m)(fc) determines the form of onset in each band‑to‑band absorption spectrum.
In Fig. 6.7, we decompose the band‑to‑band absorption spectra into kz components.

Figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b), and Figs. 6.7(c) and 6.7(d) correspond to TE and TM
polarizations, respectively. As compared with those of the ZnSe‑ZIiS SLS in Fig. 5.9,
since the onset energy changes largely with k2, the ba・rid‑to‑band absorption spectra
do not stand up sharply even for the transition from heavy‑hole state which results
from the TE polarization. Therefore, in a specific narrow energy range, the band‑
to‑band absorption spectra do not show a marked difference for the change of the
incident‑photon polarization.

Figure 6.5(a) and 6.6(a) show Wnmj(k) as a function of k¥¥ and kz in the HHl‑
Cl and LHl‑Cl transitions, respectively. Various notatioi‑s are the same as used in
Figs. 5.5‑5.7. As sho、vn in Fig. 6.6(a), the ratio ofLH to HH is large, and LH and
HH component,s are nearly eqiHvalent above 2.0 × 10 cm 1. However the behavior

of HH and LH components is in sharp contrast. As k¥¥ increases, the HH component
decreases, while the LH component, increases. In LH1‑Cl transition, the ratio of HH
to LH also is not・ negligibly small.
Further. Vl nmj{k) for both HIil‑Cl and LHl‑Cl transitions depends on kz largely,
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which is the property inherent in type II SLSs includiilg the transition from well
layer to barrier layer. Since the mirror plane exists in both well and barrier layers
in superlattices, envelope functions in both conduction and valence subbands have
different parity at kz‑ir/d in type II SLSs even if they have the same parity at

^=o>103.110)
These property may make possible to design a new optical device on the basis of
type II SLSs. In other 、vords, by controlling the thickness of well and barrier layers,
′l

lVnmj{k) would change, and, also by controlling the number of period, the possibility

to change Wnmj[k) would be got though the symmetry of space is destroyed a little.
Thus, I′1㌔mj(k) is made to change by means of using these methods, and this change is

not uniform for each transition. Accordingly, by controlling the number of period and
the thickness of ll,ell and barrier layers, a special component of subband‑to‑subband
absorption spectra may be intensified or weakened by the use of novel transition
inherent in type II SLSs.

6.5

Conclusions

On the basis of a detailed calculation of the electronic structure in an e汀ective一

mass approximation, the optical absorption coefficient is evaluated carefully for the
SLS of type II by taking explicitly the k dependence of the transition matrix into
ヽノ

account. The absorption spectrum is fully examined except for excitonic effects by an
analysis of the mixing of the heavy‑ and light‑hole states, and its dependence on the
incident‑photon polarization is clarified. The theoretical results are compared with
the recent experiment on ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs by Shen e￡ αJ40)

In ZnTe(10A)‑ZnSe(10A) SLS, it is suggested that the observed first and second
absorption bumps may be ascribed to the HII1‑Cl and LHl‑Cl absorption spectra,
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respectively. The good agreement between theory and experiment also suggests that
our theory may be applied for the substance with the strain effects which is larger than
that

of

the

ZnSe‑ZnS

SLS.

Marked

differences

of

absorption′spectra

between

TE

and

TM polarizations are not found in this particular system, because the barrier layer
is very thin (10Å) and E^'m)(k) depends on k2 strongly. If experimental studies are
carried out on a thick barrier layer, substantial characters of the type II ZnTe‑ZnSe
SLSs will be observed.
However, by changing our vie、vs, the fact that the polarization property of ab‑
sorption spectra depends on layer thickness may give us a meanes to control the
absorption spectra. Further, a special component of subband‑to‑subband absorption
spect,ra may be intensified and weakened by the use of novel transition inherent in
type II SLSs resulting from the differences of the kz dependence of parity between
conduction‑band and valence‑band envelope functions.
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Chapter 7

Calculated Results for Absorp‑

tion Spectra of ZnSe (22Å)‑ZnS(23Å)
Strained‑Layer Superlattice and Com‑
parison with Experiment

7.1

Introduction

ZnSe‑ZnS strained‑layer superlattices (SLSs) have attracted our attention to their

applications for the optoelectronic devices in the blue‑spectral i・egion. Many recent
experiments in these common‑cation superlattices31 39'have demonstrated that the
absorption spectra exhibit two characteristics. The first one is the appearance of
two strong absorption peaks in the vicinity of the fundamental absorption edge, in
addition to a few broad bands in the high‑energy regime.34'35'39'The second is that a
structureless increase in a background of absorption as a photon energy increases is
seen, instead of a combined profile of the step‑like functions (i.e. staircase functions)
as was observed in GaAs‑AIGaAs superlattices.10^
Some of experiments36'38'39'have suggested that the first and second absorption
peaks are attributed to the excitonic transitions from the heavy‑hole ground‑subband

(HHl) and light‑hole ground‑subband (LHl) to the conduction ground‑subband (Cl),
respectively, whereas Fan et al.35'have shown that the corresponding two peaks in
their spectrum come from the transitions from HHl and heavy‑hole second‑subband
(HH2) to the Cl and conduction second‑subband (C2) with An‑0 selection rule.
As is implied by this contradiction as well as the unaccoutable second characteristic
which intimates a remanence of three‑dinlensional nature of the density of states,
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the present understanding of the excited states associated with the higher subbands
remains poor. This is because of the difficulties in computing the electronic states
by taking into account the vanishingly small band offset in the conduction band, the
lack of knowledge of the effective masses for ZnSe‑ZnS SLSs, and the effects of strains
on the top of valence bands.
°

t

In this chapter, 、ve try to calculate the absorption spectra whicl‑ originate from

vertical valence‑band‑to‑conduction‑band transitions in a sufficiently thick SLS sam‑
pie, i.e. the type I ZnSe(22Å)‑ZnS(23Å) SLS, and compare the tl‑e。retical results with
the experimental results which were measured at RT by Fan et a/.35) As a result, ori‑
gins of fine structures in the observed absorption spectra can be clarified reasonably
well.

Organization of this chapter is as follows. In the next section, results calculated
for the electronic structures of conduction and valence bands are shown. In section

7.3, theoretical results for the absorption spectra of the ZnSe(22A)‑ZnS(23A) SLS
are shown, and compared with the experiillental results. Finally, conclusions are
summarized in section 7.4.

7.2

Results for the electronic structures

As was described in Chap.3, the electronic structure is calculated also for the
ZnSe(22A)‑ZnS(23A) SLS by using the potential parameters as shown in Table 3.1.
Note that, we have used the experimental value for the band gap which has been
measured at RT in accordance with the optical measurement by Fan et al.35>
Figure 7.1 shows the electronic structures calculated for the ZnSe(22A)‑ZnS(23A)
SLS. (a) and (b) show the conduction‑ and valence‑subband dispersions for k¥¥‑0 as a
function of kz, respectively. In the conduction band, the?'th subband is named as Cz.
ヽJ

In the valence band, HH?'or LH? means the subband which is reduced at k=O to the
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ith heavy‑ or ith light‑hole state, respectively. In the calculation, various potential
parameters are evaluated by taking account of strain effects; barrier potentials are
40.3meV for the conduction band and ‑681.2meV for the valence band, and shear
deformation potentials are ‑65.0meV for ZnSe layer and 39.7meV for the ZnS layer.
As shown in Fig. 7.1, the higher conduction‑ subband ‑as the larger dispersion,
while the valence subbands are almost dispersionless. These properties resemble those
for ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS. However, for this SLS, we used the band gap measured
at RT which is more narrow than that at low temperature. In result, barrier potential
in the valence band become low, the energy spacings between valence subbands get
narrow, and eight subband levels, therefore, are included within the energy scale from

‑1OOOmeV to OmeV. The strain effect is also similar to that of ZnSe(27A)‑ZnS(27A)
SLS, and the HH2 subband becomes higher than the LHl subband because the shear
deformation potential in the valence band has a large value.

Figure 7.2 shows the in‑plane dispersion of the valence subband at ^‑0 as a
function of k¥¥ for ZnSe(22A)‑ZnS(23A) SLS, respectively. The solid and dashed curves
correspond to the dispersion in the [1,0] and [1,1] direction, respectively. This figure
con丘rms the isotropic feature of the in‑plane dispersions in the valence subbands.

7.3

Absorption spectra

Here we calculate the total absorption coefficient for type I ZnSe(22Å)‑ZnS(23Å)
SLS by summing over all of the individual band‑to‑band absorption coefficients, as
was described in Chap.4, and compare the theoretical result with the experimental
absorption spectrum which has been measured at RT by Fan e￡ α135)

Figure 7.3(a) shows the experimental result observed in ZnSe(22Å)‑ZnS(23Å) SLS
at RT on the TE polarizatioi‑ condition by Fan et al.35> They assigned n‑i HH and
n‑i LH to the HH?‑C? and LH/'‑Ci transitions, respectively, where i‑¥ and 2. Figures
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dashed lines represent subband energies in the [1,0] and [1,1] direc‑
tion, respectively.
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Fig. 7.3. (a) Absorption spectra observed in ZnSe(22A)‑ZnS(23A) SLS
at room temperature by Fan et a/.(ref. 35), and absorption spectra cal‑

culated for (b) TE and (c) TM incident‑photon polarizations. HHj‑Ci
and LHj‑Ci denote the transitions from the jth heavy‑ and light‑hole
subband levels to?th conduction‑subband level, respectively. n‑j HH
and n‑j LH indicate the excitonic HHj‑Cl and LHj‑Cl transitions
assigned by Fan et a/.(ref. 35) The horizontal bar stands for the width
of the absorptioi‑ band associated with each KRj(LUj)‑Cj transition.
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7.3(b) and 7.3(c) show the total absorption coefficients calculated for ZnSe(22Å)‑
ZnS(23A) SLS for TE and TM polarizations, respectively. HHj‑Cz and LHj‑Cz
denote the transitions from the jth. heavy‑ and light‑hole subband levels to the ith
conduction‑subband level, respectively. The calculated absorption spectrum in Fig.
7.3(b) reproduces the features of the experimental result in a low‑energy side very
well.35'However, a close comparison between Figs. 7.3(a) and 7.3(b) reveals con‑
spicuous discrepancies in a high‑energy side. These discrepancies may be attributed
to exceeding the limit of the effective‑mass approximation and ignoring spin‑orbit
split‑off bands in this calculation. Though they may exist in experimental absorption
spectra at RT, excitonic effects40'are so small that we cannot separate them.
In Figs. 7.4(a) and 7.4(b), the total absorption spectra are decomposed into band‑

to‑band absorption spectra for TE and TM incident‑photon polarizations, respec‑
tively. Band‑to‑band absorption spectra corresponding to HII1‑Cl, LH1‑Cl, HH1‑C2
and HH2‑Cl transitions form main bumps in the total absorption spectra. We have
confirmed that the first observed curve (i.e. n‑l HH) can be assigned to the onset
of HH1‑Cl transition. The second experimental bump (i.e. n‑2 HH) corresponds
to the onset of HH2‑Cl, HHl‑C2 and LHLCl transitions, and the left shoulders of
HHトCl transition. Though HH2‑C2 transition also appears near the second experi‑
mental bump, the strength for the HH2‑C2 transition is one order of magnitude less
than that of the HHl‑Cl band, so that it cannot contribute appreciably to the second
experimental bump. HHl‑C2 and HH2‑Cl transitions are neglected usually, but their
existence is clearly seen in Figs. 7.4(a) and 7.4(b). The third experimental bump (i.e.
7‑‑1 LH) ma,inly consists of the left shoulder of LHl‑Cl transition.
The left shoulders in HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl absorption spectra consist of the mixing
between heavy‑ and light‑hole states,49'and influence bumps in the energy range
from about 375nm to about 425nm in Figs. 7.3(b) and 7.3(c). HH2‑Cl and HHl‑C2
m

absorption spectra in負uence the bumps from about 375nm to about 420nm and from
about 340nm to about 420nm in the total absor・ption spectra, respectively.

We also examine the dependence of the main absorption components on the po‑
larization. It is evident from Figs. 7.3(b) and 7.3(c) that the overall profile of the
absorption spectrum is modified greatly by changing the polarization from TE to

TM. In the absorption band around 450nm, the intensity for TM polarization is
smaller than that for TE polarization. As shown in Figs. 7.4(a) and 7.4(b), LHl‑Cl
absorption spectra have obviously the polarization dependence which originates from
the left shoulders influenced by the mixing effects. These differences are driven by
the polarization properties of Gpj in the integrand of eq.(4.7),49> and the heavy‑hole

component in TM polarization become weaker than that in TE polarization.
Further, these absorption spectra are influenced by large strain effects. The energy
spacing between HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl transitions exceeds 200meV, because the split‑
ting energy between the heavy‑ and light‑hole states and the difference between the
potential barriers which result from the shear deformation potential are very large.

7.4

Conclusions

The absorption spectra observed at RT for the type I ZnSe(22A)‑ZnS(23A) SLS
bv Fan et al35'can be explained satisfactorily by the calculation of the absorption
ヽl

coefficients which takes the vertical valence‑band‑to‑conduction‑band transitions into
account. In a high‑energj, side, ho、vever, there are some conspicuous discrepancies,
which may be ascribed to the limitation of the e汀ective‑mass approximation and/or
the neglect of the spin‑orbit split‑off bands.
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Chapter 8

Calculated Results丘)r Absorp‑

tion Spectra of Type I ZnSe(20Å)‑ZnS

(20A) and Type II ZnTe(20A)‑ZnSe(20
A) Strained‑Layer Suparlattice

8.1

Introduction

Strained‑layer superlattices (SLSs) composed of II‑VI compounds, such as ZnS,
ZnSe and ZnTe, have recently attracted considerable attention due to the possibility
of the formation of blue light emitting lasers. Associated with these SLSs, there
are many optical experiments31 44> and theoretical works45‑51) in which the excitonic
luminescence as well as the absorption are studied extensively. In this chapter, we
calculate some optical absorption spectra of type I ZnSe‑ZnS SLSs and type II ZnTe‑
ZnSe SLSs by using band gap measured at room temperature (RT) with special
emphasis on the differences of absorption spectra.
A calculation of the electronic structure of the conduction and valence subbands
is carried out by using the Luttinger‑Kohn Hamiltonian52'53) in the Kronig‑Penney
model, in which the periodic change of the effective mass and the strain in the well and
barrier layers is taken into account. The absorption coe爪cients due to the vertical
valence‑band‑to‑conduction‑band transitions are evaluated by taking the electronic
structure fully into account. It is expected that the type I and the type II SLSs may
have di汀erent characteristic properties in the absorption spectra, because they reflect
the electronic structure very sensitively.

Within this theoretical scheme, we have already calculated the absorption spectra
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at low temperature for various SLSs of both types, such as the type I ZnSe(20A)‑
ZnS(20Å),50Uhe type II ZnTe(20Å)‑ZnSe(20Å),50) and the type I ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å)
SLS,48'49) and found that theoretical absorption spectra can explain origins of fine
structures in the experimental absorption spectra reasonably well. At low tempera‑
tures, however, it is not easy to test the validity of our theoretical results, because
the experimental absorption spectra may be influenced by excitonic effects which are
not taken into account in our calculation of the absorption spectra.
Though a study on excitonic effects is itself important physics, we want to explore
characteristic properties of the optical absorption which originates from the vertical
valence‑band‑to‑conduction‑band transitions in SLSs without being disturbed by ex‑

citonic effects. We expect that our aim may be achieved by comparing theoretical
absorption spectra with experimental ones observed at high temperatures where ex‑
citonic effects are much reduced. In Chaps. 6 and 7, we have already carried out
a calculation on the type II ZnTe(10Å)‑ZnSe(10Å) SLS and the type I ZnSe(22Å)‑
ZnS(23Å) SLS, and tried to compare theoretical results with the absorption spectra
observed at RT. Unfortunately, however, the well and barrier layers of this particular
type II sample in Chap. 6 are so thin that any interesting characteristics cannot be
found.
In this chapter, we try to calculate the absorption spectra which originate from

vertical valence‑band‑to‑conduction‑band transitions in a sufficiently thick SLS sam‑
pie, i.e. the type I ZnSe(20A)‑ZnS(20A) and type II ZnTe(20A)‑ZnSe(20A) SLSs.
From results of Chaps. 6 and 7, we judge that, the reliability of our theory is con‑
丘rmed, so that 、ve next apply it to the prediction of a marked difference between
absorption spectra of type I and type II SLSs with the well and barrier layers of the
same thickness.
The SLSs for which we calculate absorption spectra are the type I ZnSe(20A)‑
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ZnS(20A) and ZnTe(20A)‑ZnSe(20A) SLSs whose well and barrier layers have the
same thickness. As a result of a detailed analysis, a marked difference is found
between absorption spectra in these type I and type II SLSs, and an origin of the main
difference can be clarified on the basis of their electronic structures. We also examine
the dependence of the absorption spectra on the incident‑photon polarization. The
polarization which we consider is a transverse electric丘eld and a transverse magnetic
held in which the electric field vector of incident light is oriented perpendicular to and
along the gro、vth direction, respectively. It is revealed that the use of these different
polarizations causes a drastic cllange in the absorptioil spectra both in type I and
type II SLSs.
Organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 8.2, Electronic structures are
calculated and explained. In section 8.3, theoretical absorption spectra for type I and
type II SLSs are explained, and characteristic di汀erences between them are revealed.
In section 8.4, we show the dependence on the incident‑photon polarization of type I
and type II SLSs. Finally, conclusions are summarized in section 8.5.

8.2

Results fbr the electronic structures

The electronic structure is calculated fort type I ZnSe(20Å)‑ZnS(20Å) and type
II ZnTe(20A)‑ZnSe(20A) SLSs within the framework of the effective‑mass approx‑
imation which was described in Chap.3. In the actual calculation, we use various
potential parameters which are determined by taking strain effects into account; bar‑
rier potentials are 40.3meV and 896.1meV for the conduction band and ‑678.1meV
and 896.8meV for the valence band in the ZnSe‑ZnS and the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs, respec‑
tivelv, and shear deformation potentials are ‑63.7meV for ZnSe layer and 40.6meV
for the ZnS layer in the ZnSe‑ZnS SLS, and ‑117.8meV for the ZnTe layer and
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97.3meV for the ZnSe layer in the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS. These values which we used in
our calculation are shown in Table 3.1. In particular, we have used the experimental
value for the band gap which has been measured at RT for each bulk material. Here
we explain the results for ZnSe(20A)‑ZnS(20A) and ZnTe(20A)‑ZnSe(20A) SLSs with
equal thickness, and try to clarify the differences between the electronic structures in
these t、vo SLSs. These results 、vill be used to investigate the characteristic di汀erences
between absorption spectra in these SLSs in section 8.3.
Figures 8.1 ‑ 8.4 show the electronic structures calculated for the ZnSe(20A)‑
ZnS(20A) and the ZnTe(20A)‑ZnSe(20A) SLSs, respectively. In Figs. 8.1 and 8.2, (a)
and (b) show the conduction‑ and valence‑subband dispersions for A?￨￨‑0 as a function
of

kヱ

respectively,

and

Figs.

8.3

and

8.4

show

those

for

kz‑0

as

a

function

of

k¥

respectively. We choose the growth direction as the z axis. In the conduction band,
the zth subband is named as Ci. In the valence band, HHi or LHi means thesubband
which is reduced atォ‑0 to the zth heavy‑ or zth light‑hole state, respectively.

Figure 8.1 shows that in the ZnSe‑ZnS SLS the higher conduction subband has
the larger dispersion, while the valence subbands (i.e. HHl, HH2, LHl and HH3)
within the barrier potential are almost dispersionless. These band structures imply
an extended nature of the conduction subbands in the SLS and a confinement of
the valence‑band states within the ZnSe quantum well. The optical band‑to‑band
transitions from the confined hole states to the free‑electron‑like high conduction
subbands may lead to the continuous absorption background. This is similar to the
optical joint density of states in a. three‑dimensional semiconductor where both the
conduction‑ and valence‑band states are described by the parabolic energy dispersions.
Furthermore, the HH2 subband becomes higher than the LHl subband, because the
shear deformation potential in the valence band has a large value.
As shown in Figs. 8.2(a) and 8.2(b), a remarkable character of the electronic

m

structure in the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS is that the dispersions of C2 and LH2 which exist
above the barrier potentials are large. As in the ZnSe‑ZnS SLS, the HH2 subband
becomes higher than the LHl subband also in the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS, reflecting the large
shear deformation potential.
Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the in‑plane dispersion of the valence subband at kz=O

as a function of k^ for ZnSe(20A)‑ZnS(20A) and ZnTe(20A)‑Znse(20A) SLSs, respec‑
tively. The solid and dashed curves correspond to the dispersion in the [1,0] and [1,1]
direction, respectively. These figures confirm the isotropic feature of the in‑plane
dispersions in the valence subbands.

8.3

Characterisic differences between absorption
spectra of Type I and Type II strained‑layer
superlattice
Figures 8.5 and 8.6, and Figs. 8.7 and 8.8 show the absorption spectra cal‑

ciliated for type I ZnSe(20Å)‑Zi‑S(20Å) and type II ZnTe(20Å)‑ZnSe(20Å) SLSs, re‑
spectively. Figures 8.5 and 8.7, and Figs. 8.6 and 8.8 show the absorption for P‑TE
and P‑TM, respectively, (a) and (b) in these figures show the total and band‑to‑
band absorption spectra, respectively. The graduations of a vertical line in all figures

are the same. The absorption spectra for the type I SLS for both TE and TM
seem rather normal, because they reflect the step‑like density of states and increase

roughly as v官as a function of energy 」", while those for the type II SLS exhibit an
unusual behavior, i.e. they increase rapidly as E. Origins of this sharp contrast are
investigated in detail as follows.
The main difference betⅥeeil type I and type II SLSs is that the absorption in the

ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS is one order of magnitude less than that in the ZnSe‑ZnS SLS. The
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Fig. 8.8. Absorption spectra calculated for type II ZnTe(20A)‑ZnSe
(20A) SLS for the TM incident‑photon polarization, (a) and (b) cor‑
respond to the total and band‑to‑band absorption spectra.
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reason for this contrast is because in type II SLSs band‑to‑band transitions occur
from the valence subbands in ZnTe 、veil and ZnSe barrier layers to the conduction
subbands in ZnTe barrier and ZnSe well layers, respectively, and are therefore weak.
Further, the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS has an interesting property. As compared with the
band‑to‑band absorption spectra of the ZnSe‑Z。S SLS in Figs. 8.5(b) and 8.6(b),
those of the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs in Figs. 8.7(b) and 8.8(b) sho、v that the strength of
HHj‑Cz and LUj‑Ci with the larger values of i and j is greater than that with the
smaller values. This property is inherent to type II SLSs and opposite to that of
type I SLSs, because the probability of finding an electron and a hole in the higher
subband in barrier layers becomes larger than that in the lower subband, and thus
the band‑to‑band transitions which involve higher subbands in barrier layers in type
II SLSs are significantly intensified.

8.4

Dependence on the incident‑photon polariza‑
tion

Absorption spectra for TE and TM incident‑photon polarizations have the char‑
acteristic di汀erence. In TM polarization, the absorption spectra which consist of the
transitions from heavy‑hole state and from light‑hole stste stand up smoothly and
sharply, respectively, while these characters are nearly inverse in TE polarization.
The strength of band‑to‑band absorption spectra with the sharp onset is larger than
that with the smooth one.
In the ZnSe‑ZnS SLS, the polarization property appears in HHl‑Cl, HH2‑Cl and
LHl‑Cl absorption spectra remarkably. In the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS, HH1‑Cl, HH2‑Cl,
LH1‑Cl and HHl‑C2 absorption spectra a‑re in臥Ienced by polarization notably. Es‑
pecia・lll. HH2‑Cl and HHl‑C2 absorption spectra have a marked difference. Though
こ1

1
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HH2‑Cl absorption spectrum in TE polarization exist as a sharp peak, that in TM
polarization becomes a smooth bump. HH1‑C2 absorption spectra make total ab‑
sorption spectra change significantly, and behave as if the main absorption transition

did not exist in TM polarization.

8.5

Conclusions

The existence of novel properties in type II ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs has been predicted,
i.e. there are two sharp contrasts between the absorption spectra of type I ZnSe‑ZnS
and type II ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs. One is that the absorption spectra of the ZnTe‑ZnSe
SLS is one order of magnitude less than those of the ZnSe‑ZnS SLS, and the other is
that the band‑to‑band transitions from the higher valence subbands and to the higher
conduction subbands in the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS are enhanced signi丘cantly as compared
with those in the ZnSe‑ZnS SLS.
To confirm our predictions, optical mesurements on these systems are highly de‑
sirable. By controlling these novel properties, it may be possible to design a new
optical device based on type II SLSs whose characteristics are far different from those
of an optical device designed by type I SLSs.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

We have constructed a reliable theoretical method for an investigation of the
optical absorption spectra of new SLSs. In this method, the optical absorption co‑
e爪cient due to the direct va,lence‑band‑to‑conduction‑band transitions is derived on
the basis of a detailed calculation of the electronic structure in an effective‑mass ap‑
proximation, and is evaluated carefully for the SLSs of type I and type II by taking
explicitly the k dependence of the transition matrix into account. The calculation
of the electronic structure of the conduction and valence subbands is carried out by
using the Luttinger‑Kohn Hamiltonian in the Kronig‑Penney model, in which the
periodic change of the effective mass and the strain in the well and barrier layers is
taken into account.
The absorption spectrum is fully examined except for excitonic effects by an anal‑
ysis of the mixing of the heavy‑ and light‑hole states, and its dependence on the
i去cident‑photon polarization is also clarified. The SLSs treated by us are ZnSe‑ZnS
and ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs, which are type I and type II SLSs belonging to wide gap II‑
VI semiconductor, respectively, and have recently attracted our attention because of
applicability to optoelectronic devices. The theoretical results have been compared
with the recent experiments on ZnSe‑ZnS and ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs by Shen et al.39'40'
and Fan et a/.,35'and it has been shown that these theoretical results agreed with
the experimental results well. From these good agreements, we have predicted the
characteristic differences between type I and type II SLSs, and have explored the
possibility of new optical device.
In ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS, t,he calculated absorption spectra are compared with
the experimental results by Shen el a/.,39'40'and reproduces the overall features of the

experimental result. One of the cl‑aract・er o川Iis SLS is that, tllis SLS is ii‑fluenced by
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large strain e汀ects ヽvhere tl‑e calculated energy spacing between HHl and LHl sub‑

band states exceeds 200meV, and that the property is reflected in total absorption
spectra. By means of decomposing the total absorption spectrum into the band‑to‑
band absorption spectra, we assign the first observed line to the HHl‑Cl transition.
It is also clarified that the observed second absorption peak is composed of the tran‑
sitions such as LHl‑Cl and HHl‑C2, and it is suggested that excitonic effects may
give rise to a large enhancement of the absorption on the LHトCl transition. The
mixing effects in the main HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl transitions contribute another swell
in higher energy side (i.e. right shoulder) as well as initial start (i.e. left shoulder).

The chracteristic differences between TE and TM incident‑photon polarizations
are determined mainly by HH1‑Cl and LHl‑Cl transitions. Ifa part of the absorption
spect・rum is mainly constructed by the transition from heavy‑hole or light‑hole state,

its part of absorption spectrum is significantly intensified for TE or TM incident‑
photon polarization rather than for TM or TE incident‑photon polarization, respec‑
tively. Therefore, experiments for the two different polarizations can provide a key
to explore the nature of the optical absorption bailds in ZnSe‑ZnS SLSs.
As for ZnSe(22A)‑ZnS(23A) SLS, the absorption spectra observed at RT by Fan et
al.35> can be explained satisfactorily by the calculation of the absorption coefficients
which takes the vertical valence‑band‑to‑conduction‑band transitions into account. In
a high‑energy side, however, there are some conspicuous discrepancies, which may be
ascribed to the limitation of the effective‑mass approximation and/or the neglect of
the spin‑orbit split‑off bancIs. Though the dependence of incidellt‑photon polarization
and the effects of mixing between heavy‑ and light‑hole states are also examined, these
results are nearly similar to those in ZnSe(27Å)‑ZnS(27Å) SLS.
For ZnTe(10Å)‑ZnSe(10Å) SLS, the theoretical results have been compared with
the recent experiments on the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS by Shen et al,40'and have agreed with
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the experimental results very well. It is suggested that the observed丘rst and second
absorption bumps may be ascribed to the HHl‑Cl and LHl‑Cl absorption spectra,
respectively, and our theoretical result supports the validity of their assignment. The
good agreement between theory and experiment also suggests that our theory may
be applied for the substance with the strain effects which is larger than that of the
ZnSe‑ZnS SLS.
Marked di汀erences of absorption spectra between TE and TM polarizations are

not found in this particular system, because the barrier layer is very thin (10A) and
Jcv'm)(fc) depends on kz strongly. If experimental studies are carried out 。n a thick
barrier layer, substantial characters of the type II ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs will be observed.
Because the absorption spectra calculated for ZnTe(20A)‑ZnSe(20A) SLS depend on
incident‑photon polarization. However, by changing our views, the fact that the
polarization property of absorption spectra depends on layer thickness may give us
a means to control! the absorption spectra. This property would not depend on the
kind of superlattice, since it depends on only layer thickness. In the future, we will
examine this property.

Wnmj(k) in HH1‑Cl and LHl‑Cl transitions depends on kz largely in contrast
to that・ of type I ZnSe‑ZnS SLS, which is tlle property inherent in type II SLSs
including the transition from well layer to barrier layer. This property results from the
differences of the kz dependence of parity between conduction‑band and valence‑band
envelope functions in the same layer, and may make possible to design a new optical
device on the basis of type II SLSs. In other words, by controlling the thickness of

well and barrier layers, Wnmj(k) would change, and, also by controlling the number of
period, the possibility to change Wnmj(k) would be got though the symmetry of space
is destroyed a little. Wnmj(k) is made to change by means of using these methods,
and this change is not uniforn‑ for each transition. Accordingly, by controlling the
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number of period and the thickness of well and barrier layers, a special component of
subband‑to‑subband absorption spectra may be intensified or weakened by the use of
novel transition inherent in type II SLSs.
By taking account of the results for Chaps. 6 and 7, we have predicted character‑
istic differences in the absorption spectra at RT for both type I ZnSe(20Å)‑ZnS(20Å)
and type II ZnTe(A)‑ZnSe(20Å) SLSs in Chap. 8. We ha.ve revealed two marked
characteristic differences between absorption spectra of type I ZnSe‑ZnS and type II
ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs. One is that the absorption spectra of the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS is one
order of magnitude less than those of the ZnSe‑ZnS SLS, and the other is that the
band‑to‑band transitions fr・om higher valence subbands and to the higher conduction
subbands in the ZnTe‑ZnSe SLS are enhanced significantly as compared with those
in the ZnSe‑ZnS SLS. If experiments are carried out for these system at RT, the
results which we predict in this thesis will be confirmed. To confirm our predictions,
optical mesurements on these systems are, therefore, highly desirable. Further, these
properties are also important to design a new optical device based on type II SLSs,
if the control of these properties is realizable.
In above results, we have explored the absorption spectra for type I ZnSe‑ZnS SLSs
and type II ZnTe‑ZnSe SLSs, and have got. the interesting properties. As for common
character in type I and type II SLSs, we have revealed that the difference of incident‑
photon polarization is stongly reflected in absorptioil spectra as the layer thickness is
thickened. As for different character between t・ype I and type II SLSs, we have found
that properties of absorption spectra in type II SLSs were significantly differeilt from

those in the type I SLSs through the comparison for strength of Wnmj(k), total
absorption spectra and band‑to‑band absorption spectra. Though these properties in
type II SLSs are likely to be difficult to treat, actually, these properties may be easy
to use as optical device since these properties offer a means to change the strength
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of absorption spectra. By controlling these novel properties, it also may be possible
to design a new optical device based on type II SLSs whose characteristics are far
different from those of an optical device designed by type I SLSs.
Though our theory has proved to be useful for investigating the origins of the
experimental absorption spectra of typical new SLSs, it is far from complete in many
respects. In particular, excitonic effects, quantitative evaluations ofpcv and the effect
due to the spin‑orbit split‑pff state are not treated in this thesis. Theoretical studies
on these irllportant problems are now in progress.
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APPENDIX

Appendix A Formalism of optical absorption
coefficient

We suppose that the conduction band and the valence band consist of two states
and four states, respectively. As the result, the wave functions a.re

which

are

sho、、・n

in

eqs.(4.2)

and

(4.4).

Where

f(n){k,r)

and

/jvm)(fc,r)

are

showi‑

by eqs.(3.12) and (3.25), and?/,‑c(r) ai‑d ujv(r) are shown by eqs.(4.1a)‑(4.1b) and
(4.3a)‑(4.3d), respectively. The perturbation due to incident‑photon is shown by

;/ is the frequency of I)lloton, alld 7T/ is a unit. vector vvllicli shows the direction of

incident‑photon polal・ization. We suggest, t.lla.t, the optical transition consists of only
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As shown in Fig. A.I. we consider a relation lbetween the coordinate axis (x,y,z)
of superlattice grown along z‑axis and k which is taken in Z direction of Bloch basis
shown by (‑X,Y,Z). We use the following matrix including 0 and ￠ and transform
(A¥V*,Z)‑axis int・o {x,y,z)‑a.xis.

Fig. A.I. The circumstances transfoming (A",y,Z)‑axis indicating Bloch
basis into (x,t/,z)‑axis of superla・ttice grown along z‑axis are shown. 6
and 4) represent parameters iil sphere coordinate, and k is wave vector.
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Fig. A.2. 7 is an angle 1‑leasured from?y‑axis in y‑z plane which is in‑
troduced to indicate incident‑photon polarization, and an electric field
vector

of汀L.

of

incide‑I一一

photon

is

selected

in

agreement

with

the

direction
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